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Home Office – Independent Review of Deaths and Serious Incidents in Police 

Custody 

 

Katy Bourne, Sussex Police & Crime Commissioner, welcomes the opportunity to 

comment on the Home Office request for information in respect of the Independent 

Review of Deaths and Serious Incidents in Police Custody and would like to make the 

following response in relation the questions raised. 

 

1. In what ways could the risk of death/serious incidents in police custody be 

avoided? 

 

Sussex Police adheres to the College of Policing “Authorised Professional Practice on 

Detention and Custody”, which includes a comprehensive risk assessment for all those 

detained in police custody. 

 

2. What actions could be taken by the police to avoid or reduce the risk of 

death/serious incidents following or as a result of police use of force, with 

particular reference to the use of restraint? 

 

It is acknowledged that the use of force and restraint techniques pose an added risk to 

detainees. For this reason it is important to have prior knowledge of any relevant 

medical conditions. Restraint practices can pose additional risks where the presence of 

drugs and/or alcohol is present. 

 

3. What actions could be taken by the Police and other organisations to reduce 

the risk of self-inflicted deaths within 48 hours of police custody? 

 

A pre-release risk assessment of detainees leaving custody must be completed. It is 

recognised that suicide prevention and risk management for perpetrators of child sexual 

exploitation and for offences in connection with the indecent images of children is 

particularly important. Failures in undertaking adequate risk assessments while in 

custody; inadequate handovers between custody staff; failures to recognise people with 

mental health concerns or those with substance abuse issues; poor liaison between 

police and other agencies can all contribute to increased risk. Better working 

arrangements between police and the Samaritans to alert them on release of vulnerable 

detainees could be beneficial. 

 

4. To what extent is mental health a factor and how do you think this should be 

addressed? 

 

The Commissioner and the Chief Constable both recognise that a police cell should only 

be used as a place of safety on an exceptional basis. Mrs Bourne is a Board member of 

the College of Policing and will use her position to work with different agencies to ensure 

training on the issues faced by detainees with mental health concerns is delivered to all 

staff working in the custody environment. The use of police custody as a place of safety 

has been reduced drastically in Sussex due to a number of diversionary measures. 
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5. To what extent is ethnicity a factor, why, and how do you think this should 

be addressed? 

 

Recent Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) inspections have shown that 

those from a Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) background are over represented in police 

custody. Police & Crime Commissioners have been asked to publish data on police 

detentions on their websites to demonstrate to the public that the police are delivering 

services to communities on a fair and transparent basis. 

 

6. To what extent are drugs/alcohol a factor and how do you think this should 

be addressed? 

 

As mentioned above, drugs and alcohol pose additional risks to detainees’ health and 

safety, and restraint practices can pose additional risks. Custody officers should assess 

the effect the drugs/alcohol have had on the detainee so that an appropriate risk 

assessment is carried out and individual care plan put in place. 

 

7. What specific considerations should be given to children and young people in 

custody to reduce risk of death/serious harm? 

 

Sussex has successfully seen a reduction of children and young people with mental 

health problems in police custody. An effective Appropriate Adult system is operating in 

Sussex. The Independent Custody Visiting (ICV) Scheme in Sussex is an effective tool in 

highlighting the issues faced by children and young people in police custody. Sussex has 

developed Custody Care Plans for this vulnerable group of people, where they are known 

to custody staff. 

 

8. Are there any other issues that affect other vulnerable groups? 

 

Arguably, most people in police custody are vulnerable. However, issues will affect 

detainees differently according to gender, race and age, and looked after children are 

considered to be a particularly vulnerable category. Sussex Police has recently launched 

an initiative, Operation Stepping Stone, to raise awareness amongst all officers about 

the vulnerabilities of young people in care and how best to engage with them. 

 

9. Do you have any suggestions on how the police and other agencies could 

improve the ways in which they work together so as to prevent or reduce the 

risk of deaths and serious incidents? For example, medical services within the 

police station, the ambulance service, mental health detention services, mental 

health community services, drug and alcohol support services. 

 

The responsibility for the welfare of detainees should also concern the Police, Courts, 

Liaison and Diversion Service (PCLDS), which operate in custody in Sussex. Sussex 

Police has a Mental Health Liaison Officer who links into National Health Service England 

and the Clinical Commissioning Groups locally. Mrs Bourne sits on the Health and 

Wellbeing Board and is Chair of the Sussex Criminal Justice Board. Both the 

Commissioner and the Chief Constable have signed up to the Mental Health Crisis Care 

Concordat. Drug and Alcohol Action Teams offer advice and signposting in custody. 

Street Triage is an effective diversionary service in Sussex. 
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10. Official investigations into deaths, from immediate aftermath to final 

conclusions, sometimes fall short of families’ needs and expectations. If so why 

do you think this is, with particular reference to: 

 

a. Family liaison 

b. Police statements in the media 

c. IPCC investigations 

d. Role of the Crown Prosecution Service and the criminal justice process 

e. Coroners’ inquests 

f. Police misconduct and disciplinary process 

g. Investigations by NHS Trusts or other medical healthcare providers 

h. Role of the Health and Safety Executive 

 

Better joint working arrangements between all agencies concerned, involvement of 

families and a clear demonstration of openness and transparency are crucial. 

 

11. In what ways could family experience, involvement and support be 

improved at all stages after a death has occurred? 

 

Procedures and processes in relation to any death in custody need to be robust and 

transparent. This is particularly true of the family liaison experience. Accountability of all 

concerned in such cases is essential in restoring public confidence. 

 

12. If someone you know has died in such circumstances or if you have had an 

experience in police custody that resulted in, or could have resulted in, serious 

illness, injury or self-harm please set out what happened at each stage of the 

incident. What went wrong and what could have been done differently? 

 

N/A 

 

13. What could be done to improve accountability on the part of the police in 

relation to deaths and serious incident in police custody? 

 

Improved risk assessments, better handovers, better working arrangements with health 

professionals, improved pre-release risk assessments, signposting to agencies for help 

and advice. 

 

14. What could be done to improve sustained learning from deaths and serious 

incident in police custody? 

 

Consultation with families of those bereaved will help the police, the Independent Police 

Complaints Commission (IPCC), Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) and Her Majesty’s 

Courts and Tribunals Service (HMCTS) to improve their processes. 

 

15. How can there be more effective implementation of learning and 

recommendations arising from investigations and inquests into deaths? 

 

Through improved officer training, custody safety meetings where serious incidents in 

custody are discussed, through cognisance of HMIC recommendations following 

inspections (their own and others’) and through working with the ICVs. 
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16. We need to learn where things have gone wrong, but we can also learn 

from things that have worked well. Do you have any examples of good practice 

which has lead to positive outcomes? This could be in preventing a death or 

serious incident, the family involvement in the investigation and/or its 

outcome? 

 

A recent “near miss” occurred in Sussex custody, whereby a detainee was taken from 

custody to hospital and was wrongly discharged back to custody. But for the quick 

actions of custody staff, this could have resulted in a death in custody, albeit a medical 

negligence issue. The matter has been discussed at a high level and appropriate 

communication with the hospital in question has taken place. 

 

 

Mrs Bourne would be happy to discuss any of the above points raised and would 

welcome being updated with any progress. 

 

Katy Bourne 

Sussex Police & Crime Commissioner 

 

 

 

 

 


